30 - Second Theology

This Facilitator Guide will help you lead conversation. [Brackets] indicate simple cues for you, as a facilitator, and are not intended to be read aloud.

Conversation Starter

[Ask] Who do you think takes the prize for best Super Bowl Commercial? Which one was your personal favorite?

Discussion Questions

Which commercials sparked a spiritual connection for you? Was your take the same as Jerry/Clayton’s? How so?

Read 1 Peter 3:15 How can something like 30-second theology help you to “be prepared”? Describe a time you needed to be prepared to give an answer for the hope you have or a time someone was prepared to share that hope with you.

What steps do you need to take to be prepared? How can this group help you in those steps?

Pray

Pray for God to present opportunities for the members of your group to share the hope that they have in Jesus. Make a plan as the leader to help the members of the group to take their next steps!